Wings-A-Loft™ Stand-Alone Products
THE REMOTE DOOR OPENING SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED TO LOCK/UNLOCK AND UNLATCH
PROPERLY ADJUSTED AND FUNCTIONING DOORS.
THE DELOREAN DOOR LOCK AND LATCHING SYSTEMS ARE TWO TOTALLY SEPARATE SYSTEMS.
Therefore in order to replace the door lock solenoids with actuators and have remote door opening it is
necessary to purchase two products; one of the Door Lock Upgrade Systems and one of the Remote
Door Opening Systems.
Door Lock Upgrade Systems - With true "plug 'n play" connections; replace those heavy, expensive, failure
prone, current sucking solenoids 100860 and 100861 with proven, heavy duty, light weight linear actuators
(manufacturer tested for 100,000 cycles) using custom-designed brackets, linkage and heavy-duty relays.
These systems will replace the solenoids at a much lower cost than original part replacement. And, the lower
current requirements of the linear actuators will extend the useful life of your stock DeLorean door lock module
saving you even more money. An added benefit of the lighter weight of the actuators relative to the heavy
solenoids may be that your torsion bars can be adjusted to a lighter setting, which may extend the life of the
torsion bars and door struts as well. These systems interface seamlessly with any of the Wings-A-Loft™ Remote
Door Opening Systems or can act as a “stand alone” upgrade. One Door Lock Upgrade System will do BOTH
doors. Now available in three configurations; one for use with the LockZilla (trademark of Netcom Digital
Corporation) or stock DeLorean door lock module (DLM), one for use with a previously installed digital door lock
control unit (DLCU) and one that includes a new improved digital door lock control unit as well as the actuators
(Combo.).
K2500DP-xS
K2500DP-xD
K2500DP-xC

Wings-A-Loft™ Door Lock Upgrade DLM System
Wings-A-Loft™ Door Lock Upgrade DLCU System
Wings-A-Loft™ Door Lock Upgrade Combo. System

$119.95 + shipping
$109.95 + shipping
$349.95 + shipping

Upgradeable Keyless Entry System - The controller used for this system is the same one used in the K2100DPx series Basic Remote Door Opening System. So you can buy this now and then later add a K2400DP-x
Remote Door Opening Adapter System to give you remote door opening capability.
K2700DP-x

Wings-A-Loft™ Upgradeable Keyless Entry System

$109.95 + shipping

Upgradeable Alarm System - The controller used for this system is the same one used in the K2200DP-x series
Deluxe Remote Door Opening System. So you can buy this now and then later add a K2400DP-x Remote
Door Opening Adapter System to give you remote door opening capability.
K2710DP-x

Wings-A-Loft™ Upgradeable Alarm System

$174.95 + shipping

Upgradeable Remote Start Alarm System - The controller used for this system is the same one used in the
K2300DP-xx series Elite Remote Door Opening Systems. So you can buy this now and then later add remote
door opening capability with a K2400DP-x Remote Door Opening Adapter System.
K2720DP-xA
K2720DP-xM

Wings-A-Loft™ Upgradeable Remote Start Alarm System (auto. trans.)
Wings-A-Loft™ Upgradeable Remote Start Alarm System (man. trans.)

$349.95 + shipping
$349.95 + shipping
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Trunk Latch Pop-Up Kit - So you don’t have a keyless entry/alarm system and you don’t mind opening the car
door and leaning inside to open the trunk but you would like to have the trunk stay open by just pulling on the
lever inside the car (one-handed operation versus two-handed)? Then this is the kit that you are looking for as
it allows the trunk to pop up when the latch is opened, and keeps it opened so that you can conveniently raise
it. A unique feature of this kit is that it will not increase the stress on the latch release cable like other
modifications do, such as adding a stronger or second spring to the latch arm. This kit is also adjustable so that
the correct amount of “pop” can be set.
K1023DP

Wings-A-Loft™ Trunk Latch Pop-Up Kit

$19.95 + shipping

Remote Door Opening Adapter System - Convert your existing keyless entry system (with or without alarm) into
a Remote Door Opening System. The adapter system includes light weight actuators, linkage, relays, sockets
and basic wiring and installation instructions for the actuators. And yes this system will work with the LockZilla
(trademark of Netcom Digital Corporation) remotes.
K2400DP-x

Wings-A-Loft™ Remote Door Opening Adapter System

$129.95 + shipping

Remote Trunk Release Systems - These systems allow you to install an actuator so that your trunk can be
remotely opened using a manual switch (not included) or as an upgrade to your existing keyless entry/alarm
system. Please note that these systems are NOT designed to open the trunk to a fully opened position. Rather,
these systems will unlatch the trunk, and lift the trunk enough to remain unlatched until opened fully by hand.
These systems can also be used as a backup for opening the trunk in the event that the normal release cable
fails. Please feel free to contact us if you are not sure which configuration you need. There are two available
configurations:
Manual switch or negative output systems:
K2905DP-x
Wings-A-Loft™ Remote Trunk Release System

$39.95 + shipping

Positive +12 volt output systems:
K2910DP-x
Wings-A-Loft™ +12 Volt Remote Trunk Release System

$36.95 + shipping

Remote Battery Cut-Off Switches - This device serves many useful purposes in the DeLorean; In addition to
being a good theft deterrent, a battery cut-off switch will extend battery life, prevent dead batteries caused by
slow current drains, and prevent short circuits from causing damage to the car’s electrical system. This can be
extremely important when a DeLorean is stored through the winter where rodents could chew through the wiring
and cause an electrical short. Typical battery cut-off switches have unsightly handles or keys, and some require
that the battery cover is removed to operate them. This switch uses a heavy duty solenoid-style switch that is
rated for 500 amps in-rush loads, with a bypass feature to maintain radio presets, clock function, and anything
else that requires constant power. This manual version of this switch is operated using a small, hidden toggle
switch. The other two versions are designed to be operated using your existing keyless entry/alarm system.
The main switch can be installed in the relay or battery compartment, and is not visible when installed. This
switch features a limited lifetime warranty.
Manual switch:
K1025DP
Wings-A-Loft™ Remote Battery Cut-Off Switch - Manual

$89.95 + shipping

Negative output systems:
K2913DP
Wings-A-Loft™ Remote Battery Cut-Off Switch

$89.95 + shipping

Positive +12 volt output systems:
K2914DP
Wings-A-Loft™ +12 Volt Remote Battery Cut-Off Switch

$89.95 + shipping
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